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Benefits and Risks of Expanding Inclusion Criteria
Michael Rosenblum, Richard E. Thompson, Brandon Luber, and Daniel Hanley
May 29, 2013
Abstract
In designing a Phase III randomized trial, care must be taken in selecting the target population. Advantages of enrolling from a larger population include wider generalizability of
results and faster recruitment. However, earlier trials (e.g. Phase II trials) and medical knowledge may provide stronger evidence of a treatment effect for certain subpopulations. This
makes a Phase III trial that targets the overall population more risky, since if the treatment only
benefits a subpopulation, there may be low power to detect this. We propose new adaptive,
group sequential designs aimed at gaining the advantages of wider generalizability and faster
recruitment, while mitigating the risks of including a population for which there is greater a
priori uncertainty. These designs use preplanned rules for changing the enrollment criteria if
the participants from predefined subpopulations are not benefiting from the new treatment. We
demonstrate these adaptive designs in the context of a Phase III trial of a new treatment for
stroke, and compare them to standard designs in terms of expected sample size.

Adaptive enrichment design; Group sequential design; Optimal sample size.

1

Introduction

This work is motivated by the challenges that arose in planning a Phase III trial of a new surgical
technique for treating stroke. However, we expect similar challenges to occur in other domains.
Our goal in designing the Phase III trial was to evaluate a new surgical treatment for intracerebral
hemorrhage (ICH), a common type of stroke with mortality exceeding 40% (Dennis 2003). The
new surgical treatment for ICH is called Minimally-Invasive Surgery Plus rt-PA for Intracerebral
Hemorrhage Evacuation, abbreviated as MISTIE, and described in (Morgan et al. 2008).
Prior medical knowledge and data from a completed Phase II trial provided suggestive evidence
that the treatment may be more likely to benefit certain subpopulations. One such subpopulation
consists of those less than 65 years old at enrollment. A second subpopulation is defined by
those with no concomitant intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) at baseline. The study investigators
debated what the inclusion criteria should be for the proposed Phase III trial. The benefits of
including a larger population are that it would answer a question relevant to a larger population,
1
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and it would increase the enrollment rate. The risk is that if the treatment only benefits, e.g., those
younger than 65, then a trial targeting a larger age range may have low power to detect this.
To address this, we propose and compare different designs for the Phase III MISTIE trial. We
consider designs with prespecified rules for changing the enrollment criteria if the participants
from predefined subpopulations are not benefiting from the new treatment or are experiencing high
adverse event rates. We determine the optimal design, in terms of minimizing expected sample
size, among a class of adaptive, group sequential designs that satisfy certain power and familywise
Type I error constraints.
Our focus is the subpopulation of those less than 65 years old at enrollment, and the complement of this subpopulation. We also describe how our results differ when considering subpopulations defined by IVH instead of by age, in Section 7.
In the next section, we specify the goals of the MISTIE Phase III trial. In Section 3 we present
related work. We formally define our statistical problem in Section 4. In Section 5 we present
standard designs that achieve subsets of the MISTIE trial goals, and then give an adaptive, group
sequential design that achieves all of these goals. We compare the expected sample sizes of these
designs in Section 6. We consider subpopulations defined by IVH in Section 7. In Section 8 we
describe directions for future research.

2

Design Goals of the MISTIE Phase III Trial

The aim of the MISTIE Phase III trial is to assess whether the MISTIE surgical treatment is superior to the standard of care. The primary outcome is a participant’s degree of disability at 180
days after enrollment, as measured by the modified Rankin Scale (mRS). A mRS score of 3 or
less is considered a successful outcome. Define the average effect of the MISTIE treatment to
be the difference between the probability of a successful outcome, under assignment to MISTIE
treatment and under assignment to standard of care. Based on the MISTIE Phase II randomized
trial, the estimated average treatment effect for the combined population is 12.1% [95% CI: (2.7%, 26.9%)]. The corresponding estimate based only on participants age < 65 is 12.4% [95%
CI: (-11.9%, 36.7%)], and for age ≥ 65 is 7.7% [95% CI: (-12.8%, 28.2%)]. We refer to these
subpopulations as the under 65 and over 65 populations, respectively.
The clinical investigators indicated three potential scenarios of particular interest in planning
the MISTIE Phase III trial. These scenarios are that the the average treatment effect is (a) 12.5%
for both the under 65 and the over 65 subpopulations; (b) 12.5% for those under 65 and 0% for
those over 65; (c) 0% for both age groups. Though we focus on these scenarios throughout most of
the paper, we consider an additional scenario with average treatment effects close to the observed
treatment effects in the MISTIE II trial, in Section 8.
We set the design goals for the MISTIE Phase III trial to be all of the following:
(i) at least 80% power to detect an average treatment benefit for the combined population consisting of both age groups, in scenario (a);
(ii) at least 80% power to detect an average treatment benefit for those under 65, in (b);
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(iii) strong control of the familywise Type I error rate at level 2.5%. (We use 2.5% rather than
5%, because we consider one-sided hypotheses in what follows.)
The design goals above are asymmetric, in that there is a power requirement for detecting
a benefit in the under 65 population, while there is no analogous requirement for the over 65
population. This is due to the stronger prior evidence, from the MISTIE Phase II trial described
above, for potential benefit in the under 65 population. Our general method can also be applied to
achieve alternative design goals, as we discuss in Section 8.
The motivation for considering adaptive designs is that standard randomized trial designs do
not allow early stopping of subpopulations for futility. Such standard designs could end up continuing to enroll over 65 participants despite strong evidence of no benefit to them, leading to
inefficiency, and unnecessarily exposing over 65 participants to a non-efficacious treatment. Our
main contribution is a class of new adaptive, group sequential designs for determining treatment
effects in two populations, and a comparison to standard designs.

3

Related Work

Follman et al. (1994) and Stallard and Friede (2008) present group sequential designs for testing
multiple treatments. At each interim analysis, Follman et al. (1994) use identical stopping boundaries for all remaining null hypotheses, while Stallard and Friede (2008) use the maximum of score
statistics corresponding to different hypotheses. In our setting it is advantageous to assign higher
precedence to certain hypotheses, as described below; this related work does not allow this, since
it was developed to meet different goals.
Russek-Cohen and Simon (1997) present an adaptive design that increases the sample sizes for
each of two subpopulations if an interim test of no interaction is rejected; though it is possible to
apply this method to meet the design goals from Section 2, this is not as efficient as our method in
Section 5.3 in terms of sample size.
Freidlin and Simon (2005) present a design using a classification algorithm that uses stage one
data to define the population enrolled in stage two. In contrast, we assume the subpopulations of
interest are prespecified at the outset.
Wang et al. (2007) and Wang et al. (2009) present a versatile class of two-stage enrichment
designs. We discuss the relationship of these approaches to our designs in Section 5.2.
Jennison and Turnbull (2007, Section 6), Brannath et al. (2009), and Jenkins et al. (2011)
present seamless Phase II/III designs that allow subpopulation enrichment, based on the combination test approach and closed testing principle of Marcus et al. (1976). We describe the differences
between this related approach and ours in Web Appendix A.
Liu and Anderson (2008) present a group sequential method for testing a hierarchy of two null
hypotheses, where rejection of the first is required before considering the second. This does not
work well in our setting, since it requires rejecting the null hypothesis for the combined population
before considering that for the under 65 population, making design goal (ii) difficult to achieve.
Rosenblum and van der Laan (2011) present an algorithm for computing the distribution maximizing the familywise Type I error rate, for a large class of adaptive designs. This is not useful for
3
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the designs considered here, because a less computationally demanding method based on Theorem
1 below is used to control the familywise Type I error rate.
Song and Chi (2007) and Alosh and Huque (2009) construct fixed (non-adaptive) designs and
tests for the combined population and for a subpopulation. Their testing procedures, however, are
designed for scenarios where the combined population treatment effect is relatively strong, which
make them unsuitable for achieving goal (ii).

4
4.1

Hypotheses, Assumptions, and Test Statistics
Data Structure and Hypotheses to be Tested

Let p1 denote the proportion of the combined population under 65 at baseline. Let p0 = 1 − p1
denote the proportion of the combined population over 65 at baseline. For simplicity, at each stage
in which both subpopulations are enrolled, we assume the ratio of under 65 participants to over
65 participants equals the ratio of the corresponding population sizes. However, we discuss the
impact of variable enrollment proportions in Section 8.
The trial designs we consider below are group sequential designs, that is, designs where enrollment over time is divided into K stages. Consider a fixed vector (r1 , . . . , rK ) of positive values
that sum to one. For n the maximum sample size of the trial, define the vector (n1 , . . . , nK ) =
(nr1 , . . . , nrK ) representing the per-stage sample sizes, i.e., the number of participants with outcome measured during stage k. We assume each nrk is an integer (otherwise we round to the
nearest integer). After each stage, a preplanned interim analysis is done to determine enrollment
criteria and sample size for the next stage.
Each participant i in stage k contributes data (Si,k , Ai,k , Yi,k ), where Si,k is a binary-valued
indicator of being in subpopulation 1, defined to be those under 65 at baseline; Ai,k is an indicator
of being randomized to MISTIE treatment; and Yi,k is an indicator of mRS 3 or less after 180 days.
For simplicity, we assume at each stage of the trial, for each subpopulation, exactly half of the
participants are randomly assigned to MISTIE treatment; this can be approximately guaranteed by
using block randomization stratified by subpopulation.
In designs with preplanned rules to modify enrollment criteria based on prior stage data, subpopulation membership in a given stage depends on data from earlier stages. We assume that
k
conditioned on the subpopulation membership and treatment arm assignments {Si,k , Ai,k }ni=1
of
all participants in stage k, the outcome Yi,k for the ith participant in stage k is a random draw
from an unknown distribution Qsa , for s = Si,k , a = Ai,k , independent of the data on all other
participants in stages 1 through k. Denote the vector of data generating distributions for each subpopulation and treatment arm by Q = (Q00 , Q01 , Q10 , Q11 ). Let µ(Qsa ) and σ 2 (Qsa ) denote the
mean and variance, respectively, of the distribution Qsa .
We make no assumptions on the form of Qsa , except that for some δ > 0, δ ≤ Qsa (Y =
1) ≤ 1 − δ, that is, the probability of Y = 1 is uniformly bounded away from 0 and 1. This
guarantees the joint distribution of z-statistics for each population, given in Section 4.3 below,
converges uniformly to a multivariate normal distribution. The above requirement is realistic in
our context, since prior data indicates Qsa (Y = 1) is likely to be in the range [0.05, 0.5] for each
4
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subpopulation s and treatment condition a. Consider a fixed δ > 0, and denote the class of Q for
which each component Qsa satisfies the above requirement by Q.
For each s ∈ {0, 1} and Q ∈ Q, define the average treatment effect on the risk difference
scale as ∆s (Q) = µ(Qs1 ) − µ(Qs0 ). For each Q ∈ Q, define the average treatment effect for the
combined population as ∆∗ (Q) = p0 ∆0 (Q) + p1 ∆1 (Q). Define null hypotheses for the under 65
subpopulation and for the combined population, respectively, as
H0S = {Q ∈ Q : ∆1 (Q) ≤ 0}

4.2

and

H0C = {Q ∈ Q : p0 ∆0 (Q) + p1 ∆1 (Q) ≤ 0}.

Strong Control of the Familywise Type I Error Rate

Define a trial design D to be a decision rule that determines, at the end of each stage, which null
hypotheses to reject, and which populations to enroll in the next stage. We say D strongly controls
the familywise Type I error rate over Q at level α if
sup PQ,D,n1 ,...,nK (at least one true null hypothesis is rejected) ≤ α,

(1)

Q∈Q

where PQ,D,n1 ,...,nK represents the probability under data generating distribution Q, design D, and
per-stage sample sizes n1 , . . . , nK . We say a design D strongly controls the asymptotic, familywise
Type I error rate over Q at level α if the lim sup as n → ∞ of the left side of (1) is at most α. We
prove our fixed and adaptive designs have this property at level α = 0.025.
Control of the familywise Type I error rate is generally required by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for Phase III adaptive designs of drugs and biologics (FDA 2010). We refer
to “strong control of the asymptotic, familywise Type I error rate over Q at level α = 0.025” more
concisely as “strong control of the familywise Type I error rate.”

4.3

Statistics

Consider the case where no early stopping is allowed and the combined population is enrolled
through the final stage K of the trial. Define the z-statistic for the combined population ZC,k
to be the standardized difference between sample means comparing treatment to control in all
participants who have been on study for 180 days by the end of stage k:
)
(P
Pk Pnk0
Pnk0
k
0
0
0
0
i=1 Yi,k (1 − Ai,k )
i=1 Yi,k Ai,k
k0 =1
k0 =1
− P
se−1
ZC,k =
P
Pnk0
Pnk0
C,k ,
k
k
i=1 Ai,k0
i=1 (1 − Ai,k0 )
k0 =1
k0 =1
hP
1

2

Pk

2

i1/2

where seC,k =
is the standard error of the
s=0 ps {σ (Qs0 ) + σ (Qs1 )} /
k0 =1 (nk0 /2)
quantity in curly braces above. The z-statistics ZS,k for the under 65 population are defined analogously, except restricted to under 65 participants.
The joint distribution of the combined population z-statistics {ZC,k }K
k=1 has the canonical covariance structure of a standard group sequential design, as described in (Jennison and Turnbull
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1999, Chapter 3). The same holds for the under 65 z-statistics {ZS,k }K
k=1 . The asymptotic joint
K
distribution of {(ZC,k , ZS,k )}k=1 is multivariate normal, and satisfies:


min{k1 ,k2 }

X

Cov(ZC,k1 , ZC,k2 ) = Cov(ZS,k1 , ZS,k2 ) = 

rk0

, max{k1 ,k2 }
X

k0 =1


Cov(ZC,k1 , ZS,k2 ) = 

min{k1 ,k2 }

X
k0 =1

rk 0

, max{k1 ,k2 }
X
k0 =1

1/2
rk 0 

;

(2)

k0 =1

1/2 "
rk0 

p1 {σ 2 (Q10 ) + σ 2 (Q11 )}
P1
2
2
s=0 ps {σ (Qs0 ) + σ (Qs1 )}

#1/2
,
(3)

for any k1 , k2 . Denote the corresponding covariance matrix by Σ.

5

Fixed and Adaptive Designs for MISTIE III

Below, we define two standard, group sequential designs as benchmarks to compare our adaptive
design to. We call these fixed designs, in that the enrollment criteria are fixed over time, and the
only decision at each interim analysis is whether to continue the trial or stop it entirely. In contrast,
the adaptive, group sequential designs we present in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 incorporate rules for
switching to enrolling only under 65 participants.
We make the following assumptions based on prior studies, as described by Hanley (2012):
(1) The enrollment rate for each subpopulation s ∈ {0, 1} is 6.6ps per site per year. The study
has 35 sites.
(2) The proportion under 65, p1 , is 0.61. In Section 7, we consider an example where p1 = 1/3.
(3) The probability that an under 65 participant has outcome Y = 1 if assigned to control is
0.33; the corresponding probability for an over 65 participant is 0.12.
All of our designs have K = 5 interim analyses and use 1:1 randomization of participants
to treatment versus control. We incorporate nonbinding futility boundaries, which the data safety
monitoring board may ignore if the maximum prespecified sample size for a subpopulation has
not been reached. As described by Liu and Anderson (2008), nonbinding futility boundaries are
typically preferred by the FDA, who require familywise Type I error guarantees to hold regardless
of whether the futility boundaries are ignored or not.
In all our designs, we set nonbinding futility boundaries to be proportional to the boundaries of
O’Brien and Fleming (1979), i.e., equal to c{(K − 1)/k}1/2 at each interim analysis k < K, on the
z-statistic scale, for a nonpositive constant c. We also consider designs without futility stopping
boundaries, i.e., setting c = −∞. The value c is set to approximately minimize the expected
sample size, as we describe below. Throughout, we compute power, expected sample sizes, and
trial durations assuming futility boundaries are adhered to. We describe the impact of ignoring
futility boundaries in Web Appendix C.
6
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Since each participant’s outcome occurs 180 days after enrollment, there will generally be
participants in the pipeline, i.e., enrolled participants who have not been on trial at least 180 days,
at interim analyses. In computing expected sample sizes, we count the total number of participants
enrolled, which includes any participants in the pipeline. We give the expected number of pipeline
participants, also called overrunning participants, for each of the designs we consider, in Web
Appendix B. If enrollment is stopped early, the final decision of which hypotheses to reject is
made immediately, i.e., before pipeline participant outcomes are observed. Alternatively, a design
that waited for all outcomes of the pipeline participants generally would increase power; it is an
area of future work to explore this approach.

5.1

Fixed Designs

The first fixed design is optimized to achieve goals (i) and (iii) with minimum expected sample
size, among a class of fixed designs described below. The second fixed design is similar, except
optimized to achieve goals (ii) and (iii). We use these fixed designs as benchmarks to compare
against adaptive designs that simultaneously achieve goals (i), (ii), and (iii). Some price must be
paid in order for a single design to simultaneously achieve all three goals, compared to the fixed
designs that achieve only two of these goals. The aim of this paper is to investigate what this price
is, and to minimize it over a class of adaptive designs.
The first fixed design is constructed to test H0C . It enrolls from the combined population.
We use efficacy and futility boundaries proportional to one-sided O’Brien-Fleming boundaries,
with proportionality constants denoted by eC and fC , respectively. We considered values of fC
between −5 and 0 in increments of 0.1. For each value of fC , we computed the minimum per-stage
sample size such that goals (i) and (iii) are simultaneously achievable; this uniquely determines a
corresponding value of eC . For each such design, we computed the sum of the expected sample
sizes under scenarios (a) and (c) from Section 2. We then selected the design that minimizes
the sum of these expected sample sizes, which is given in the top half of Table 1. In all of our
tables, each per-stage sample size refers to the number of participants who have their final endpoint
measured during that stage.
The second fixed design is constructed to test H0S . We use an analogous construction as the
first fixed design, except now only under 65 participants are enrolled and we minimize the sum of
the expected sample sizes under scenarios (b) and (c). The resulting design is given in the bottom
half of Table 1. The per-stage sample size is 106 participants, compared to 90 participants for the
first fixed design, which reflects the difference in the assumed success probability under control
for the two subpopulations.

7
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Table 1: Fixed Designs. All boundaries on z-statistic scale.
Fixed Design for Testing H0C
Interim Analysis (k)
Cumulative Sample Size Under 65:
Cumulative Sample Size Over 65:
Cumulative Sample Size Total:
H0C Efficacy boundary
H0C Futility boundary

1

2

3

4

5

55
35
90

110
70
180

165
105
270

220
140
360

274
176
450

4.54 3.21 2.62 2.27 2.03
-0.20 -0.14 -0.12 -0.10 2.03

Fixed Design for Testing H0S
Interim Analysis (k)
Cumulative Sample Size Under 65:

H0S Efficacy boundary
H0S Futility boundary

5.2

1

2

3

4

5

106

212

318

424

530

4.54 3.21 2.62 2.27 2.03
-0.20 -0.14 -0.12 -0.10 2.03

Adaptive, Group Sequential Algorithm for Testing H0C , H0S

In our adaptive designs, enrollment is initially from the combined population. At each interim
analysis, a preplanned rule is used to decide whether to reject H0C , H0S , both, or neither; the
rule then determines whether to continue enrolling from the combined population, to switch to
enrolling only under 65 participants, or to stop all enrollment. We prespecify efficacy boundaries
for the combined population and under 65 population, denoted by uC,k and uS,k , respectively. We
also prespecify futility boundaries lC,k and lS,k . We assume for each k, uC,k ≥ lC,k and uS,k ≥ lS,k ;
we also assume uC,K = lC,K and uS,K = lS,K . For each stage k, we prespecify a maximum sample
size nk .
Adaptive, Group Sequential Algorithm for testing H0C , H0S . At each interim analysis k:
1. (Assess Efficacy for Combined Population) If ZC,k > uC,k , do all of the following: reject
H0C , stop all enrollment, and if ZS,k > uS,k reject H0S as well.
2. (Assess Futility for Combined Population) Else, if ZC,k ≤ lC,k , stop enrollment of over 65
participants; from now on, at each interim analysis (including the current one):
• If ZS,k > uS,k , reject H0S and stop all enrollment.
8
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• If ZS,k ≤ lS,k , stop all enrollment and do not reject any null hypothesis.
3. Else, continue enrolling from the combined population until the next interim analysis, unless
the end of the last stage has been reached.
If in stage k the combined population is enrolled, we assume p1 nk are under 65 and (1 − p1 )nk are
over 65. Let k ∗ denote the minimum k such that uC,k = lC,k . For any k ≤ k ∗ , if only under 65
participants are enrolled in stage k as in step (2), we assume p1 nk are enrolled. For any k > k ∗ ,
if the trial has not stopped before stage k, we assume nk under 65 participants are enrolled; this
is because the design is guaranteed to stop over 65 enrollment prior to stage k, so we assume the
maximum sample size nk for stage k consists only of under 65 participants.
K
For sets of boundaries u = {uC,k , uS,k }K
k=1 and l = {lC,k , lS,k }k=1 , denote the above algorithm
using these by D(u, l). The algorithm depends on the per-stage sample sizes as well, but we
suppress this dependence in our notation.
The above algorithm has some features in common with the two-stage enrichment design template in Section 3.1 of Wang et al. (2009). The main differences are: our designs allow any number
of stages and interim analyses by incorporating the flexibility of group sequential designs; our
focus is constructing designs meeting goals (i)-(iii) above that minimize expected sample size;
we take full advantage of the covariance of the z-statistics corresponding to different populations.
Though the designs of Wang et al. (2009) do not have the above properties, they do have the
advantage of accommodating three nested subpopulations.
In selecting stopping boundaries, we take into account the covariance matrix Σ defined in
Section 4.3. For clarity of presentation, we assume Σ is known. However, in practice, relevant
components of the covariance matrix will be estimated at the end of each stage. In Web Appendix
A, we show how boundaries can be selected at the end of each stage k using an estimate Σ̂ of Σ;
under a condition on the uniform convergence of Σ̂ to Σ given there, the asymptotic properties of
this modified procedure are identical to the case of Σ being known. A related concern is that p1
will generally not be known before the trial starts. We show in Web Appendix A that p1 can be
learned during the trial, and the same Type I error and power guarantees hold as in the case where
p1 is assumed known before the trial. We discuss the impact of variable enrollment proportions in
Section 8.
0
0
Define Z0 = {(ZC,k
, ZS,k
)}K
k=1 to have multivariate normal distribution with all components
having zero mean, and covariance Σ. For any efficacy boundaries u = {uC,k , uS,k }K
k=1 , define
0
0
α0 (u, Σ) = P (for at least one k ≤ K, ZC,k
> uC,k or ZS,k
> uS,k ).

In Web Appendix A we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1: Consider any α ∈ (0, 1), any efficacy boundaries u = {uC,k , uS,k }K
k=1 such that
K
α0 (u, Σ) ≤ α, and any futility boundaries l = {lC,k , lS,k }k=1 . The adaptive, group sequential
algorithm D(u, l) strongly controls the familywise Type I error rate at level α.
Therefore, to prove strong control of the familywise Type I error rate for the adaptive, group
sequential algorithm D(u, l) at level α, it suffices to compute α0 (u, Σ) and show it is at most α.
We give R code to compute this in the Supplementary Materials.
9
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An additional benefit to using efficacy boundaries satisfying the condition in Theorem 1 is
that one can switch to only enrolling under 65 participants, for any reason. This could occur, for
example, if the adverse event rates are high for only the over 65 population. We prove in Web
Appendix A that for boundaries u satisfying the condition in Theorem 1, strong control of the
familywise Type I error rate holds regardless of such a decision. In the next section, we select u
such that α0 (u, Σ) = 0.025 and goals (i)-(iii) are satisfied.

5.3

Selecting an Efficient Adaptive Design that Achieves All Design Goals

We generated a list of candidate designs achieving all goals (i)-(iii). We then selected the design
that minimizes the sum of the expected sample sizes in scenarios (a)-(c). We explain the details of
our search procedure below, but first give the results.
The design that minimizes the sum of the expected sample sizes in scenarios (a)-(c), denoted
by DADAPT , is given in Table 2. If there is no early stopping, the per-stage sample sizes are 150,
150, 150, 150, and 311, respectively. In stage one, enrollment is from the combined population.
After each of stages one through three, DADAPT may trigger a switch to enrolling only under 65
participants. The design always stops enrolling over 65 participants by the end of stage four. Unless
the trial stops early, it enrolls 311 participants (all under 65) during stage five. The maximum total
sample size is 911. However, the expected sample size, in each of scenarios (a)-(c), is 618, 692,
and 524, respectively.
We next define the class of adaptive, group sequential designs satisfying goals (i)-(iii) that we
generated. Each adaptive, group sequential design following the algorithm in Section 5.2 is determined by a set of per-stage sample sizes n1 , . . . , nK and efficacy and futility boundaries u and l,
respectively. It is neither possible to compute the optimal configuration of sample sizes and boundaries in closed form, nor is it computationally feasible to search over all possible configurations
of sample sizes and boundaries. We therefore restrict to a class of designs that is computationally
feasible to evaluate, which we describe below.
For each k ∗ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we separately consider the class of adaptive, group sequential
designs for which enrollment of over 65 participants stops with probability 1 after interim analysis
k ∗ , that is, for which uC,k∗ = lC,k∗ . We set the per-stage sample size in each of stages 1 through
k ∗ to be a common value, denoted by n∗1 . Similarly, we set the per-stage sample size in each stage
k : k ∗ < k ≤ K to be a common value, denoted by n∗K .
We cap n∗1 and n∗K to ensure our adaptive designs don’t drastically increase the maximum sample size for either subpopulation, compared to the fixed designs above. We require the maximum
number of over 65 participants in our adaptive, group sequential designs to be at most 1.75 times
the maximum number of over 65 participants in the first fixed design, i.e, at most 308. Similarly,
we require the maximum under 65 sample size to be at most 1.75 times the maximum number of
under 65 participants in the second fixed design, i.e., at most 928.
∗
We set the efficacy boundaries {uC,k }kk=1 for H0C and {uS,k }5k=1 for H0S proportional to
O’Brien-Fleming boundaries, with proportionality constants eC and eS , respectively, ranging over
a set defined below. We analogously set the futility boundaries for each of H0C and H0S proportional to O’Brien-Fleming boundaries, with nonpositive proportionality constants fC and fS ,
respectively. We considered a range of pairs (fC , fS ) given in Web Appendix C.
10
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Table 2: Adaptive, group sequential design DADAPT minimizing the average expected sample size over scenarios (a)-(c), among those achieving goals (i)-(iii) in
the class of designs in Section 5.3. No boundaries are given for H0C at the stage
five analysis, since in these designs k ∗ = 4, i.e., enrollment of over 65 participants
always stops after interim analysis four. All thresholds are given on the z-statistic
scale.

DADAPT : Adaptive, Group Sequential Design
Minimizing Expected Sample Size
Interim Analysis (k)

1

2

3

4

5

Cum. Sample Size under 65
Cum. Sample Size over 65
Cum. Sample Size Total

92
58
150

183
117
300

274
176
450

366
234
600

677
234
911

H0C Efficacy Boundary (uC,k )
H0C Futility Boundary (lC,k )
H0S Efficacy Boundary (uS,k )
H0S Futility Boundary (lS,k )

5.07 3.58 2.92 2.53
0
0
0 2.53
4.74 3.35 2.74 2.37 2.12
0
0
0
0 2.12

We say goals (i)-(iii) are exactly achieved by design D(u, l) if the power to reject H0C equals
80% in scenario (a), the power to reject H0S equals 80% in scenario (b), and α0 (u, Σ) = 0.025
(which implies the familywise Type I error rate is strongly controlled at level α = 0.025). For
each k ∗ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and (fC , fS ), we considered each per stage sample size n∗1 in increments
of 5 participants up to the maximum allowed by the requirements above. We then computed
the minimum n∗K , if any exists, such that all goals (i)-(iii) are achievable; for each such n∗K , we
then computed proportionality constants eC and eS such that goals (i)-(iii) are exactly achieved.
We describe this computation in Web Appendix C and include R code implementing it in the
Supplementary Materials. For every configuration (k ∗ , fC , fS , n∗1 , n∗K , eC , eS ) for which the design
goals (i)-(iii) are exactly achieved, we computed the average of the expected sample sizes over the
scenarios (a)-(c). The design minimizing the average expected sample size over scenarios (a)-(c),
i.e., DADAPT , is that in Table 2 above.
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6

Comparison of Adaptive and Fixed Designs

We compare DADAPT to the first and second fixed designs from Section 5.1. We also present
severals ways to combine fixed designs into a sequential procedure, which we compare to DADAPT .
For each scenario and design, we simulated 200,000 trials. For conciseness, we refer to the average
treatment effect on the risk difference scale as the percent benefit.
In Table 3, we vary the percent benefit from treatment in each subpopulation, and report the
expected sample size, expected trial duration, and power for each of H0C and H0S . We compare DADAPT from Section 5.3 to the two fixed designs from Section 5.1. We give the power
of DADAPT to reject at least H0C , to reject at least H0S , and to reject at least one of H0C , H0S ,
respectively. For the first fixed design, which enrolls from the combined population, we give its
power to reject H0C . For the second fixed design, which enrolls only under 65 participants, we
give its power to reject H0S . The adaptive design DADAPT achieves goals (i), (ii), and (iii) from
Section 2, while the first fixed design achieves only goals (i) and (iii) and the second fixed design
only achieves goals (ii) and (iii).
In comparing DADAPT to the two fixed designs, note that it is not feasible to conduct the fixed
designs simultaneously. This is because running the two fixed designs together would require
double the maximum feasible recruitment rate for under 65 participants given in Section 5. Also,
DADAPT strongly controls the familywise Type I error rate at level 0.025; running the two fixed
designs independently would lead to approximately doubling the familywise Type I error rate,
unless a multiple testing correction were done.
It is possible to conduct the fixed designs in sequence, starting with the fixed design enrolling
from the combined population, and if it fails to reject H0C then (and only then) starting the fixed
design testing H0S . Denote this design by DSEQ,1 . For comparability with the adaptive design,
each fixed design is set to have Type I error 0.025/2, so that the entire procedure has familywise
Type I error rate at most 0.025. We give the expected sample sizes for DSEQ,1 , over a variety of
scenarios, in Web Appendix D. The average of the expected sample sizes over scenarios (a)-(c) is
699 participants, compared to 612 for DADAPT .
The above comparison is not entirely fair, since DSEQ,1 is allowed 10 total stages, and it satisfies properties (i) and (iii), but not (ii). Its failure to satisfy (ii) results from the first fixed design in the sequence having probability 0.39 of rejecting H0C in scenario (b), and so the second
design in the sequence is only started with probability 0.61. Therefore, DSEQ,1 has probability
(0.61)(0.8) = 0.49 of rejecting H0S under scenario (b). Another issue is that DSEQ,1 only uses
data from the second fixed design in testing H0S . We next consider a sequence of fixed designs
that satisfies properties (i)-(iii) and where the second design uses all under 65 data, including that
from the first fixed design.
If we place certain restrictions on the boundaries u in the adaptive, group sequential algorithm
from Section 5.2, it is equivalent to two fixed designs, each at level 0.025/2, that share data from
under 65 participants. For a given k ∗ ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, define uC,k = c1 (k ∗ /k)1/2 for each k ≤ k ∗ ,
0
where c1 is chosen such that P (for at least one k ≤ k ∗ , ZC,k
> uC,k ) = 0.025/2. Similarly, define
1/2
0
uS,k = c2 (5/k) for each k ≤ 5, where c2 is chosen such that P (for at least one k ≤ 5, ZS,k
>
uS,k ) = 0.025/2. For any futility boundaries l for which lC,k∗ = uC,k∗ , we have D(u, l) is a
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Table 3: Comparison of avg sample size (Avg SS), avg duration in years (Avg Yrs),
and power (as a percent). Each row corresponds to a different percent benefit for
over 65 participants. The three rows in boldface correspond to scenarios (a)-(c),
respectively.
Under 65 benefit fixed at 12.5%
Fixed Design
Combined Pop.
at Level 2.5%

DADAPT
at Level 2.5%

Fixed Design
Under 65 Only
at Level 2.5%

{
{

{{

Over
65

.

Power (%)

Benefit Avg Avg
(%)
SS Yrs H0C H0S
15.0 595 3.2
86
35
12.5 618 3.4
80
44
10.0 639 3.5
73
53
5.0 676 3.8
55
71
0.0 692 4.0
35
80
-5.0 687 4.0
19
81
-10.0 676 4.1
8
81

Avg Avg
≥1
SS Yrs
93 397 2.2
91 400 2.2
89 402 2.3
86 403 2.3
83 397 2.2
81 386 2.2
81 368 2.1

Pow
H0C
85
80
74
60
43
27
15

Avg Avg
SS Yrs
433 3.6
433 3.6
433 3.6
433 3.6
433 3.6
433 3.6
433 3.6

Pow
H0S
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

Under 65 benefit fixed at 0%
Fixed Design
Combined Pop.
at Level 2.5%

DADAPT
at Level 2.5%

Fixed Design
Under 65 Only
at Level 2.5%

{
{

{{

Over
65

.

Power (%)

Benefit Avg Avg
Avg Avg
(%)
SS Yrs H0C H0S ≥ 1
SS Yrs
15.0 631 3.6 18.0 0.8 18.4 384 2.2
12.5 625 3.6 11.9 1.0 12.4 377 2.1
10.0 612 3.5
7.7 1.3 8.4 367 2.1
5.0 572 3.3
2.4 1.7 3.6 346 2.0
0.0 524 3.1
0.6 1.9 2.2 321 1.9
-5.0 485 3.0
0.1 1.9 1.9 295 1.8
-10.0 463 3.0
0.0 1.9 1.9 271 1.7

Pow
H0C
26.4
19.8
14.4
6.6
2.4
0.7
0.1

Avg Avg
SS Yrs
335 2.9
335 2.9
335 2.9
335 2.9
335 2.9
335 2.9
335 2.9

Pow
H0S
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
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equivalent to two fixed, group sequential designs, where the second design is only started if the
first fails to reject H0C . We performed the search as described in Section 5.3 except with the above
restrictions on u. Denote the optimal design in this class by DSEQ,2 . In Web Appendix D, we give
the sample sizes and boundaries of DSEQ,2 , and show its performance in a variety of scenarios.
The average of the expected sample sizes for DSEQ,2 over scenarios (a)-(c) is 820 participants,
compared to 612 for DADAPT .
To understand what drives this substantial difference in expected sample sizes, consider the
first fixed design component in DSEQ,2 . In scenario (b), the probability it rejects H0C and not
H0S , which blocks initiation of the second fixed design, is 16%. For DSEQ,2 to satisfy (ii), the
second fixed design needs power 0.8/(1 − 0.16) ≈ 0.95 to reject H0S conditional on the first fixed
design failing to reject H0C . This requires a relatively large sample size of under 65 participants.
In contrast, DADAPT rejects H0C and not H0S in scenario (b) with probability just 3%. This results
from the efficacy boundaries in DADAPT being higher for H0C and lower for H0S , compared to
DSEQ,2 . These differences in boundaries are reflected in differences in Type I error; DADAPT has
Type I error 0.006 for H0C and Type I error 0.019 for H0S , in scenario (c), compared to the equal
Type I error 0.025/2 for H0C and H0S that we imposed on DSEQ,2 . This shows equal allocation of
Type I error to both H0S and H0C is inefficient at meeting goals (i)-(iii). The search algorithm in
Section 5.3 over adaptive designs, without the above constraints, implicitly covers many different
such allocations.
Define DSEQ,3 just as DSEQ,2 , except allocating 0.006 Type I error to the test of H0C and 0.019
Type I error to the test of H0S . This design and its performance are given in Web Appendix D. The
average of expected sample sizes over scenarios (a)-(c) is 670, compared to 612 for DADAPT ; this
gain comes from DADAPT using the correlation of the z-statistics.
Though it was not one of the original design goals, we briefly consider the problem of precisely picking out which population (if any) benefits from the new treatment. Define the optimal
recommended population to be the combined population in scenario (a) (where both subpopulations benefit), the under 65 population in scenario (b) (where only those under 65 benefit), and
neither population in scenario (c) (where neither population benefits). For each design DADAPT ,
DSEQ,1 , DSEQ,2 , and DSEQ,3 , consider using its results to recommend treatment to the combined
population whenever H0C is rejected (including when H0S is simultaneously rejected), only to the
under 65 population when H0S alone is rejected, and to neither population when neither is rejected. Table 4 summarizes the performance of the four designs. The discrimination performance
of DADAPT , DSEQ,1 , and DSEQ,3 are similar. The design DSEQ,2 has 9% greater probability of rejecting only H0S in scenario (b), compared to DADAPT ; however, the average expected sample size
of DSEQ,2 over scenarios (a)-(c) is 34% greater than for DADAPT . It is possible to use the output
of the above designs to make recommendations differently, e.g., by taking the estimated treatment
effects in each subpopulation into account. It is an open question to find designs maximizing the
probability of recommending the optimal population.
As shown in Table 4, DSEQ,1 has lower expected sample size than DADAPT in scenario (a),
and the reverse holds for scenarios (b) and (c). This is partly explained by DADAPT allocating less
Type I error to the test of H0C so as to allocate more to the test of H0S ; also, unlike DADAPT which
satisfies goals (i)-(iii), DSEQ,1 only satisfies (i) and (iii).
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Table 4: Comparison of expected sample size (Avg SS) and probability (as percent,
rounded to nearest percent) of optimal recommendation (Opt Rec), in scenarios
(a)-(c), for the following designs:
DSEQ,1

DSEQ,2

DSEQ,3

{
{
{
{

DADAPT

Scenario
(a)
(b)
(c)

7

Avg
SS
618
692
524

Opt
Rec
80
48
98

Avg
SS
576
780
740

Opt
Rec
80
49
98

Avg
SS
633
928
898

Opt
Rec
80
57
98

Avg
SS
623
701
685

Opt
Rec
80
49
98

Subpopulations Defined by Intraventricular Hemorrhage (IVH)
at Baseline

We consider defining subpopulations by IVH status at baseline, rather than by age. Concern about
potential treatment effect heterogeneity by IVH status was motivated by results from the prior
studies of Mayer et al. (2008, 2009). We consider the design goals (i)-(iii), except redefining the
null hypothesis H0S to correspond to the subpopulation with small IVH.
We searched over fixed and adaptive designs as described in Section 5, but in the context of
subpopulations defined by IVH. The key differences are the following: the proportion of participants with small IVH is p1 = 0.33; we assume the probability that a small IVH participant has
outcome Y = 1 if assigned to control is 0.25, and the corresponding probability for a non-small
IVH participant is 0.2.
The average of the expected sample sizes over scenarios (a)-(c), for the optimal adaptive design
in this context (given in Web Appendix E) is 724. The corresponding averages for the designs
analogous to DSEQ,1 , DSEQ,2 , and DSEQ,3 are 740, 732, and 727, respectively. The improvement
of the adaptive design over the fixed designs in sequence is much smaller than for the case of
p1 = 0.61. One reason is that here the participants who can potentially contribute to both tests,
i.e., the small IVH participants, are a smaller proportion of the total sample; so there is less gained
by sharing the small IVH participants from the first fixed design in testing H0S , and less gained by
leveraging the correlation between the z-statistics.

8

Discussion

An alternative to restricting to the class of designs in Section 5.3 would be to extend the dynamic
programming method of Eales and Jennison (1992), which was designed for a single hypothesis
in standard group sequential designs, to our setting that involves multiple hypotheses and adaptive
designs. However, this could be extremely difficult computationally, given the many parameters
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underlying each design and the constraints on each design (especially that of strong control of the
familywise Type I error rate). It is an area of future research to attempt to extend the approach of
Eales and Jennison (1992) to our setting.
The power and Type I error computations in this paper are based on the asymptotic approximation of the joint distribution of the z-statistics in Section 4.3. This allows much faster simulations,
which we used in the search over the class of designs in Section 5.3, compared to simulations
that generate binary-valued outcomes for each participant. To assess the quality of this asymptotic approximation, we conducted simulations where binary-valued outcomes for each participant
were generated, for the design DADAPT . We recomputed power and Type I error in each scenario
in Table 3. The largest discrepancy when comparing power was a difference of 0.01; the largest
discrepancy when comparing Type I error was a difference of 0.001. This shows the asymptotic
approximation was quite accurate in these cases.
In practice, the proportion of the participants enrolled in a given stage will likely differ somewhat from the corresponding population proportions. In Web Appendix A, we discuss the setting
where at each stage k where the combined population is enrolled, the subpopulation membership
Si,k of each participant is an independent draw with probability p1 of Si,k = 1. The generalization
in Web Appendix A of the adaptive, group sequential algorithm from Section 5.2 strongly controls
the asymptotic, familywise Type I error rate in this case.
We examine the impact of augmenting goals (i)-(iii) to include a power requirement for an
additional scenario, in Web Appendix G. This scenario, which we call (d), involves a very strong
(15%) benefit for those under 65 and a moderate benefit (8.5%) for those over 65. We show the
adaptive, group sequential design minimizing expected sample size over scenarios (a)-(d) is quite
similar to DADAPT , except the former has slightly larger sample sizes in the first four stages and
a smaller sample size in the last stage. Another goal of interest is to test the null hypothesis
corresponding to the over 65 population. Evaluating designs that incorporate this goal is an area
of future research.
The efficacy boundaries for our adaptive, group sequential designs were set to be proportional
to O’Brien-Fleming boundaries. We also searched over designs, exactly as described in Section 5,
except setting efficacy boundaries proportional to those of the group sequential designs of Wang
and Tsiatis (1987). The results, presented in Web Appendix F, are very similar to those presented
above based on O’Brien-Fleming boundaries.
As pointed out by a reviewer, it is possible to test H0C based on all participant data if the
adaptive design continues to the maximum total sample size. This would affect the familywise
Type I error rate, which could be maintained by adjusting the rejection boundaries for the other
stages. It is an area of future research to explore such designs, which could be more efficient
than those we propose. Another open problem is to consider modifications of the adaptive design
algorithm in Section 5.2 that allow continuation after H0C or H0S is rejected to allow further testing
of the remaining null hypothesis.
For the adaptive design and the first fixed design, H0C can be rejected without rejecting H0S .
The interpretation is that there is not sufficient information to conclude a benefit for the under
65 subpopulation; that is, we cannot rule out the benefit in the combined population is driven by a
benefit only in the over 65 population. Another difficult to interpret result would be if the estimated
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treatment effect were large and positive for the over 65 population but zero or negative for the under
65 population. This would draw into question the assumptions in Section 2. Both of these difficult
to interpret results could have implications for the design of a follow-up trial, which we discuss in
Web Appendix H.
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